ID-SuiteTM
DMV

Capture and Adjudicate
Identity Data

Features and

Automatically Authenticate Identity Documents as
Part of Your DMV Workflow

Benefits
• Adjudication of
identity credentials
- Take advantage an
extensive passports
and drivers’ license/ID
template database for
adjudication of identity
credentials using
automated data and
image analysis.
• Data capture and
storage - Enables image
and demographic
identity data capture for
issuance processing and
auditing
• Secure workflow
management - Provides
a controlled process
for the capture, vetting,
storage, reporting and
analysis of identity data.
• Seemless Integration
- Easily integrates
within exsisting data
infrastructure.

ID-Suite DMV is designed to improve the security and workflow of the
front end of the drivers’ license process by capturing identity information
from applicant documents, authenticating the documents and enabling
adjudication of the data with issuing authorities. It provides an increased
level of confidence that applicant information is not fraudulent.

Adjudicating Identity
Documents
ID-Suite makes capturing
identity data from applicants and
adjudicating that information
an easier and more integrated
process within a drivers’ license
operation. It is designed to
authenticate and adjudicate
identity documents while enabling
a path to integration of biometric
and biographic data matching
systems.

Automated Document
Authentication
In addition, ID-Suite includes
full-page automatic document
authentication. Documents such
as drivers’ licenses, state IDs,
government IDs, ICAO standard
passports and electronic passports
can be automatically scanned,
checked against third party
databases, such as AAMVAnet tm,
and immediately authenticated.

ID-Suite will integrate easily into the
existing infrastructure to support
a “One Driver, One Record”
requirement. As your requirements
evolve over time, ID-Suite can easily
be expanded to include additional
functionality such as biometric data
capture and verification.

Customized Workflows
We understand that each DMV has a unique workflow and proces. IDSuite is designed as an open GUI application that allows customization of
the workflow to support the scanning, authentication and storing of identity
document data.

Auditing and Reporting
ID-Suite includes a portfolio of standard
reports. DMV’s will be able to report
on all transactions captured during
the course of a day, by an operator,
transaction status, and results, for
example. The data from these reports
will be fully integrated into the existing
DMV data warehouse, allowing for easy
access and retrieval.

In addition to capturing, storing and
reporting, ID-Suite supports the
exporting of this data to standard
desktop applications. Users can easily
manipulate the data into custom reports,
create graphics or share with other
operators and supervisors.

ID-SuiteTM DMV Specifications
ID-SuiteTM DMV - Capture Station
CPU: Pentium 4 or higher
OS: Windows XP SP2
Disk: 60 MB or greater
ID-SuiteTM DMV - Capture Server
CPU: 2.4 GHz or higher
OS: Windows Server 2003 SP2 or
Windows XP SP2
Disk: 70 MB
Database: Microsoft SQL Server
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